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1. Introduction

This document is the Quick User Guide of the pedagogical online platform VULCAN.

Identification, Interface and browsing

To access VULCAN, launch your web browser and insert the URL: https://myvulcan.mimbus.com.

Insert your center identifier (8-digit code given with the license), as well as your e-mail address and password.

Once connected to the VULCAN platform, a navigation bar appears on the left side of the screen.
2. Users

A user is created by clicking on the “Create a user” button, which is in the toolbar above the users list.

Fill in the different information of the user:
Identifier, first name, Last name, Gender, Laterality (Left-handed/Right-handed), Language, Time zone and select a profile (Manager, Trainer, Trainee).

3. Classes

To create a new class, click on the button “Create a class” in the toolbar, then insert the name of the new class in the dialog box.

Default groups are then created and associated to this new class.
4. Groups

To create a group, click on the “Create a group” button and create the name of the new group in the dialog box, then select the class in which it will be created, as well as the pedagogical path to which it will be related:

![Create a group dialog box](image)

To modify a group, click on the contextual menu then click on the “Modify” option:

![Modify group](image)

5. 

6. Managing exercises

The creation of an exercise is done through the copy of an existing exercise.

![Exercise details](image)

- ❗️ indicates that this is a default exercise
- ❗️❗️❗️❗️ indicates the difficulty level
- 90% indicates the minimal score to obtain to validate the exercise;
- 4 indicates the number of phases (here, 4 phases) that compose the exercise;
- 01:20:00 indicates the maximal duration of the exercise
7. Learning Path

Pedagogical paths represent a sequence of exercises that trainees belonging to a group must carry out.

- indicates a default pedagogical path
- indicates, that exercises of the pedagogical path must be validated by the trainees
- indicates the number of exercises included in the pedagogical path
- indicates the maximum duration of the pedagogical path.

Display the list of exercises included in the path:

To modify a pedagogical path, open the contextual menu of the chosen path by clicking on the button located on the right side of the element from the list, and click on the option "Modify".
8. Results section

This section allows reviewing global results of the trainees, united in groups or classes, and analyzing their progress individually or compared to the class. The Trainee can only check his own results.

To display the detail of a trainee’s progress, click on his name in the list of trainees of a group.